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MINE SAFETY ROADSHOWS — OCTOBER 2013 
Statement by Minister for Mines and Petroleum 

MR W.R. MARMION (Nedlands — Minister for Mines and Petroleum) [2.03 pm]: The ninth in an annual 
series of mines safety roadshows has been presented by the Department of Mines and Petroleum’s Resources 
Safety division throughout October to coincide with National Safe Work Australia Month 2013, with the last 
workshop being presented in Perth today. This is one of DMP’s most important proactive activities for mines 
safety. Survey results and other feedback indicate that the roadshows are well received, that industry appreciates 
the opportunity for networking, and that they are expected to continue as annual events. 

Being specifically focussed on the minerals sector, this event allows the Resources Safety division of the 
department to inform the mining industry about current occupational safety and health concerns and 
developments from the perspective of the mines inspectorate. It is also an opportunity for industry to meet 
personally with inspectors and other staff in a positive environment.  

Meaningful communication has been identified as critical for the development of resilient safety cultures. There 
is also a need to raise awareness of the role of the safety regulator. Roadshow workshops allow DMP to consult 
with a broad cross-section of industry. The roadshow program seeks to raise awareness and share solutions, 
rather than provide professional development training. This year’s aims are to support resilient safety culture by 
encouraging operators to change their focus from “who” to “how” in site investigations; update industry on 
fatality findings and learnings, proposed legislative changes and safety performance; explore the hazards 
associated with mobile equipment, stored energy and working hours; and promote the use of higher-order 
controls in the hierarchy of controls. The audience typically comprises safety and health representatives, 
supervisors and managers, and others responsible for safety and health in the minerals industry. Over 
500 industry representatives are expected to attend the 2013 roadshow series, with venues in Geraldton; Port 
Hedland, Karratha, and Newman in the Pilbara; Bunbury; Kalgoorlie; and Perth for metropolitan and fly in, fly 
out operations. 
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